We have searched 205 pb -'of@=29GeVd t f a a rom the MARK II detector at PEP for events which may signify the existence of a new lepton pair (L-, Lo) where the Lo may be massive, but does not exceed the L-mass. Three event signatures for L+L-decay are examined: (i) e*pr, (ii) ( e or p)*(nr+ 5 47), and (iii) (e or p)*(> 37r*+ 2 07)F. The numbers of signature events are found to be in good agreement with Monte Carlo simulations of known background sources. The ranges of L-and Lo masses for which new lepton pairs are excluded are obtained using a probability ratio method to compare the number of observed signature events to the expected background, and to the expected background plus Monte Carlo predictions of (L-, Lo) signals.
I. INTRODUCTION
We have searched e+e-annihilation data at fi = 29 GeV from the MARK II detector"' at the PEP storage ring for events which may signify the existence of a new lepton doublet (L-, Lo). We consider the case where the Lo may be massive but does not exceed the L-mass ml. No evidence for a new lepton doublet was found.
Our analysis was motivated by the realization"' Ia1 that in searches for new sequential lepton pairs it had become conventional to set the Lo mass mo to zero while considering ever more massive charged leptons. There is no real justification for this restriction and one should instead allow both m-and mo to vary with the mass difference 6=m--mo (1) arbitrary. The present work is limited to m->mo (2) and assumes that the (L-, Lo) pair is subject to conventional weak interactions and that the Lo is 'stable' in the sense that it is unlikely to decay within the MARK II detector, i.e. r(L") 2 loons. Neutrinos with masses between about 100 eV/c2 and a few GeV/c2 must be unstable in order to prevent the universe from having too large an energy density. However, our assumption that T(L') 2 100 ns does not conflict with the cosmological lifetime constraints."' Recently Raby and West"' proposed a simple model with a stable Dirac Lo of mass mo cv 4 -10 GeV/c2 which, as well as solving the dark matter problem, also solves the solar neutrino problem if the standard neutral
Higgs has a mass between 700 and 1000 MeV/c2.
The extent to which previous searches of e+e-data for new sequential leptons exclude lepton pairs with massive neutrinos has not been addressed quantitatively. If 6 is small, a few GeV/c2 or less for large m-, the small visible energy in the signature events could cause them to be ignored in total cross-section measurements. When bm 5 m(r-) the L-h as a long lifetime and would appear as a massive stable lepton in particle searches at PETRA. The absence of such leptons qualitatively excludes"' the 6 5 m(?r-) region for m-2 20GeV/c2 but no quantitative study haa been made.
The largest existing lower limit on the mass of a new charged sequential lepton is 41 GeV/c2, obtained by UAl ['I from a study of W* decays in pp annihilation.
This limit assumes that mo is near zero. Barnett and Haber"' re-examined this result and showed that smaller-m-mass ranges can be excluded for massive Lo with mu 5 8 GeV/c2. However, most of the (m-, 6) plane cannot be excluded because large values of 6 are needed to provide the visible L-decay products with sufficient energy to separate them from the hadronic background.
The present search seeks to explore as much as possible of the (m-, 6) plane and the small 6 region in particular. The minimum accessible 6 is limited by the increasing L-lifetime and the decreasing momenta of the L-decay products which eventually prevents the particle identification required for the signature events. The maximum accessible m-is limited by the decreasing number of L+L-pairs which would be produced as m-approaches Ebeam/c2.
The decay modes which provide the best sensitivity at various 6 values are discussed in Sec. 1I.C. The analysis method and data are described in Sec. III, and the resulting limits on the existence of new lepton pairs are given in Sec. 1V.B.
II. PHYSICS OF NEW LEPTON PAIRS -

A. Pair production
We assume that the L-is a point particle obeying the Dirac equation. The production cross-section including radiative corrections at fi = 29 GeV is o(e+e-+ L+L-) = 688(3 -p2) pb (3) where /3 = 4 1 -4m2_/s.
B. Decay rates
We assume that the decays proceed through the conventional charged current weak interaction L--+Lo+w-W-+ other particles (4 with (V -A) coupling at each W-vertex. The occurence of a particular decay mode requires the mass difference 6 = m--mo to be larger than the sum of the masses of the 'other particles' in Eq. (4). The branching fractions and decay kinematics for the allowed modes are controlled by 6 and m-, with 6 having the major influence.
In the standard electroweak model, neglecting radiative corrections, the (V -A) differential decay rate of L-to Lo and a fermion-anti-fermion
where G is the Fermi coupling constant, x = 2E/mis the reduced energy variable, SL is the 4-spin of L-, ~7~ is the 4-momentum of T1, and rnw and l?w are the mass and width of the W-.
The physics of purely leptonic decays
where !. = e, p,r, follows directly from weak interaction theory and is described by Eq.
(5), which was used in our Monte Carlo simulations.
The physics of single hadron decays
where h = ?r, p, K, K*, al, follows from weak interaction theory and experimentally determined parameters such as' the 7r* lifetime and a(e+e-+ p").
where p, is the ?r-4-momentum, fr is obtained from the nr--+ p"-pP decay rate,'l'] 
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There is no fundamental, general, and calculable method for describing the physics of decays with multiple hadrons such as L-+ Lo+ (no)-where n > 2 and ?T = 7r*, rrr'.
When 6 2 4 GeV/c2 it is conventional to treat these multi-hadron decays by assuming they occur through the subprocesses L--,L'+;il.+d L-+ LO+z+s.
Our Monte Carlo studies of the decays in Eq. (10) were simulated using Eq. (5) with constituent quark masses. The LUND fragmentation model"" was used to produce the multi-hadron final states. This method was adopted for values of 6 as small as mr.
The single hadron decay modes-of Eq. (7) were treated separately using Eqs. (8) , (9) , and (A3-7) of the Appendix, with non-zero resonance width effects included for the p-, K*-, and al. Th e d ecay modes and their partial widths are discussed in detail in the Appendix.
We now use the decay modes L-+ LOe-p, and L' + Lover-to illustrate the dependence of the branching fractions and decay kinematics on m-, mg, and 6 = m--mo.
The decay width for L-+ LOe-F', is
where r s (ma/m-)2, and the e and V, masses are taken to be zero.
The decay width for
When rno = 0 we obtain the usual threshold term A = (1 -mf/m?)2 from Eq. (8~).
As m-increases with 6 held constant the decay widths are dominated by 6. In the limit m-+ 00, and 6 << m-, the decay widths become 
C. Event signatures
The event signatures were chosen to provide sensitivity over as much of the (m-, 6) plane as possible and to reject the large numbers of Bhabha events (e+e---+ e-'-e-), p-pair events (e+e-+ p+p-), and hadronic events (e+e-+ hadrons). Suitable signatures consist of L+L-decays to e*@, as in the discovery of the r lepton,"" or Lk decay to e* or pf and Lr decay to hadrons. The main backgrounds to any new-lepton-pair events are then from r:pair production '(e-'-e-+ r+r-), and twovirtual-photon reactions. We use the following decay modes:
where h = r or K to form the event signatures:
e+ + e--+ e* + plf + Emis (15) (164 e+ + e-4 e* +7rF+<47+E,i,, W)
e+ + e-+ p l +7rF+I47+&i,, is small, and especially if also m-is large, the decay products may not have sufficient momentum to allow the particle identification required for these signatures. 
where the Eo's are the energies carried off by the L"'s. 
C. Backgrounds from known processes
Backgrounds from known processes which contribute to the event signatures of Eqs.
(16a-e) were calculated from Monte Carlo simulations which included the acceptances and efficiencies of the MARK II detector. The background sources discussed in the rest of this section were considered.
I. e+e-+ r+r-
The process e+e---) r+r-is the dominant source of background to the event signatures in Eqs. (16~ -e). The backgrounds were determined from simulated events corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 817pb-'. The r-pair background estimates assumed the branching fractions and normal errors shown in Table I .
e+e-4 hudrons
The reaction e+e---) qij + hudrons can produce signature events through the decay of a hadron to an e or ~1, or through the misidentification of a hadron as an e or 
e+e-+ e+e-r+r-
The two-virtual-photon production of r pairs can contribute to the signature events in two ways. Using (e) t o d enote a lepton which is not observed in the central region of the detector, usually because the angle between its path and the beamline is too small, the two possibilities are e+e-+ (e+)(e-)r+r- (194 e+e-4 (e*)eTr*(rr) (194 where the former is the more-likely; Again, the events were simulated using the programs of Berends et ~1.""
e+e-+ e+e-+ hadrons
The most uncertain calculation of the background from a known process concerns the set of two-virtual-photon reactions e+e-+ e+e-+ hudrons.
The methods of Ref. 13 were applied to e+e-+ e+e-qq
where q is a u, d, s, c, or b quark. However, this is not a good model when the invariant mass of the hadrons is about 1 GeV/c2 or less. A better model for that region would be e+e-+ e+e-7,7, 7v + 7,, + hudrons (22) where 7,, is a virtual photon, but we do not have a Monte Carlo program for this model.
The two-virtual-photon processes may be studied experimentally with the MARK II's small angle tagging (SAT) system. One can select SAT-tagged two-virtual-photon events of the form e+e-+ e gAT + signature particles (23) where ezAT denotes an electron detected by the SAT.
Two-virtual-photon backgrounds may also be studied by selecting signature events in-which the lepton charge is the same as, instead of opposite to, the charge of the other particles. The 'same-charge' and 'op\posite-charge' backgrounds should be the same for e+e---) e+e-p+p-, and similar for e+e-+ e+e-qij if one of the electrons is usually the observed lepton. The 'same-charge' analog of Eq. (196), i.e. e+e---) (e*)eF(r*)rr , also contributes to the 'same-charge' background. Hadronic and r-pair events may contribute if some charged particles are unobserved or if the charge of one particle is measured incorrectly. -Both methods were used to check the Monte Carlo predictions of the two-virtualphoton backgrounds. The results are given in Sec. 1V.A.
e+e-+ pL+p-+ hudrons
The backgrounds from the two-virtual-photon reaction e+e-+ p+p-+ hadrons were determined from Monte Carlo simulations based on Ref. 13.
7. e+e---) e+e- (7) The backgrounds from Bhabha and radiative Bhabha,scattering e+e-+ e+e- (7) were determined from a Monte Carlo simulation, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 90 pb-l, based on the work of Berends and Kleiss.
["I
8. e+e---) p+p- (7) The backgrounds from single photon production of muon pairs e+e-+ p+p- (7) were determined from a Monte Carlo simulation, based on the work of Berenda and We denote the number of accepted charged particles by nc, the number of identified leptons (e or p) by nl, the number of accepted photons by nr, and the total charge -in an event by Q. Accepted events had at least two charged tracks with cos 6 < 0.65 with respect to the beam direction.
Three types of event signatures were used: ep pairs, .&r pairs (! = e,p) with 2 4 photons associated with the 7r*, and isolated lepton versus multihadron events, corresponding to Eqs. (16a), (16b, c), and (16d, e) , respectively. These event types
were divided into a total of 18 subtypes, which are defined and whose purpose is explained in the remainder of this section.
ep events
As in the discovery of the r lepton, e*pF pairs are a good signature for new lepton pairs. We require n, = 2 with one identified e and one identified p, nr = 0, and & = 0.
Events in which the e has p < 1.25 GeV/c and the /.L penetrates less than three layers of the muon system were not accepted. The ep events are divided into two subtypes, one with acollinearity angle eacol < 25' and the other with eacol > 25". Most ep events from e+e-+ r+r-are in the eaeol < 25' subtype. The eacol < 25' subtype is more important for small 6 and small m-while the eoeol > 25' subtype is more important when 6 is large and m-is close to Ebecrm/C2.
.h Events
The accepted 4% events had n, = 2 with only one identified e or ~1, n7 5 4, and Q = 0. Accepted events had p, > 0.5 GeV/c or p, > 1 GeV/c, and p, > 1 GeV/c. Additional sets of criteria had to be satisfied depending on whether n7 = 0 or n7 > 0.
In the n7 = 0 case, special care was taken to reject backgrounds from Bhabha or -muon pair events where one of the leptons is misidentified as a pion. Accepted ?y* passed strict lepton rejection cuts in both the LA calorimeter and the muon system. were rejected.
In the n7 > 0 case, the candidate ?y* were charged tracks not identified as leptons.
In accepted events the X* formed a reconstructed p* with the photons, the total energy of the 7r* and photons was less than 14.5 GeV, and the photons were isolated from the lepton by cos B17 < 0.85. For ny = 1, we required E, > 2.0 GeV; pe < 11.0 GeV/c in er( 17) events to reject Bhabha events in which the other electron radiates the observed photon and is misidentified as a pion; and a reconstructed p* from the r* and 7 when the 7 is 'replaced' by a ?y" of the same momentum. For n7 = 2 or 3 accepted events contained a reconstructed ?y" from two photons, and a reconstructed p* from the X* and the two photons. For n7 = 4 accepted events contained two reconstructed x0's from the four photons; a reconstructed p* from the T* and the photons of one of the reconstructed TO'S; and a reconstructed a: from the K* and the four photons. The acceptable masses of reconstructed ?y", p*, and a: were 0.04 < m(r") < 0.24 GeV/c2, 0.4 < m(p*) < 1.1 GeV/c2, and 0.75 < m(uf) < 1.8 GeV/c2.
The &r events are divided into the types er and ~7r for n7 = 0, and er(n7) and pr(n7) for n7 > 0. These event types are further divided into eacol < 25' and 8 crCOl > 25" subtypes, where fiacol is the acolinearity angle of the e* and rT'f for n7 = 0, the e* and reconstructed pF for n7 = 1,2,3, and the e* and a: for n7 = 4. Most 4~
events from e+e-+ ~+r-are in the doCOl < 25' subtypes.
,??. Isolated lepton events
The isolated lepton event signature has the following properties: --~ The invariant mass minv of the charged particles and photons in the hemisphere opposite the isolated lepton is used, together with n,, ' to divide the events into four subtypes. The isolated electron events are divided into the types e3 for til, = 3 and e > 3 for nl, > 3. These event types are further divided into minv < 2.5 GeV/c2 and minv > 2.5 GeV/c2 subtypes. The analogous isolated muon event types are denoted by ~3 and ~1 > 3. The partition of the invariant mass minv at 2.5 GeV/c2 puts most e+e-* ~'-7~ isolated lepton events into the e3 and ~3 subtypes with minv < 2.5 GeV/c2. The -partition point is greater than mr to allow for measurement errors.
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS -A. Numerical results
The numbers of events found in the data for the signature subtypes described in ,~'lr subtypes with eacol > 25' appear to be due to L* decay to several pions where only one X* is at a large enough angle from the beamline to be detected. In the isolated lepton events the more restrictive limits at small 6 are from the low multiplicity e3
and ~3. subtypes with min,, < 2.5 GeV/c2.
The product of the individual probability ratios & for'the 18 event subtypes gives the combined probability ratio i=l shown in Table VIII for each of the 33 (m-,6) Monte Carlo simulation points. The 'background alone' hypothesis was favored at all (m-, 6) simulation points except (0.3,0.3) GeV/c2, for which R = 0.92, and (13,0.7) GeV/c2, for which R = 1.0. Figure   6 shows the R = 9 contour and hatched region corresponding to R > 9 on both linear and logarithmic 6 scales. The R = 99 contour is also shown on the logarithmic 6 scale. The best estimate of the true number of r-pair events N7 in each of the remaining 12 event subtypes is given by the observed number of events minus the sum of the expected -backgrounds other than e+e-+ r+r-.
The expected e+e-+ r+r-backgrounds in the second row of Tables II through VI assumed the branching fractions shown in Table   I . The branching fractions giving r-pair backgrounds agreeing most closely with the N7 events were found by performing a global x2 fit over the 12 event subtypes using the MINUIT""] minimization program. The best fit r branching fractions, for which x2 = 5.4 for 7 degrees of freedom, are shown in Table IX . The normal errors include the statistical errors and the estimated uncertainties in the integrated luminosity and particle identification efficiencies but do not include any other systematic uncertainties in the predicted number of background events. The last decay mode shown in Table IX combines the last two decay modes shown in Table I e+e-+ r+r-e+e----) qTj c+e-+ e+e-r+r-e+e---+ e+e-q?j e+e-4 p+p- (7) e+e--k e+e- (7) 198.5 f21 
